Photographs from Michael Gilbertson (1915–2009)


These photographs were given by him to the archives in August 2004 as Accession No. 533. The names on many of these photographs are now faded, or else missing, but they can be identified from the copies in the JCR photograph album UC:O1/P1/5.

Catalogued in August 2004.

**UC:P219/P1/1–7 1934–8**

Seven pages from a photograph album kept by Michael Gilbertson while an undergraduate at University College, containing the following images:

**P1/1**: On front: Group photograph of University College Freshmen, Christmas 1934. No photo on back.


**P1/6**: On front: photograph taken in the Hall of University College of a Dinner held to celebrate the Rugby Team winning the Rugby Cup for the third successive year in 1937. On back: group photograph of College members and Fellows, 1937.